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]11 Minutes 
 
isn’t nothing, just 11 minutes. I can change my sheets before the bus                         
comes in 11 minutes. Squidward once proclaimed a certainty that all his                       
problems find their resolutions in 11 minutes. “I’ll be there in 11                       
minutes,” begs a precision “I’ll be there in 10” could never dream of.                         
I have dreamt, in all likelihood, entire lifetimes in 11 minutes.                     
“Desolation Row,” “The End,” and “I’d Do Anything for Love” each make                       
11 minutes matter. The average time spent playing in professional                   
football games, and waking up alone in bed these mornings, checking                     
newsfeeds.  
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]ROCKYFEST 
 
We have an ant problem in our house, 
although I’d rather we didn’t. 
 
But how can one really worry  
when ROCKYFEST is on today at three. 
 
All the movies back to back 
to back to back to back. 
 
Those keeping count may note 
that we’ll be missing out on ​Creed ​(2015), 
of course, and ​Rocky Balboa ​(2006), 
which a smaller company like AMC 
simply couldn’t hope to wrest so recently 
from Showtime, Cinemax, or HBO. 
 
These days anyways, it’s all above the belt: 
 
prestige television. 
 
Out of every screen in seismic torrents,  
and even offseason, forever leaking, into everything, 
like ants from a socket by the stove. 
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]​Animal Crossing​, Age 8 
 
Coelacanths can’t catch a break 
but they can catch these hands. 
I hoist those suckers high and 
hitch a pithy joke to that whole 
situation. This owl wants to stick 
‘em in a tank, but I say no thanks, 
featherhead. I sell this shit for 
cold hard jingle jangle. I’ve got 
a mortgage to pay off already. 
And weeds to reap. Spring flowers 
waiting to be trampled. An empty, 
humming room to paint all red. 
A righteousness possesses me  
when I stuff some pathetic paleolith 
into my pocket. I wave to a stranger 
walking on the beach beside me 
in the sun, then break off sprinting 
toward the buzzing of a lilting beetle.  
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]My Favorite 
 
As far as having heard it for the first time 
the other day on Sirius XM’s The Loft, 
I think Marshall Crenshaw’s 1979 
“You’re My Favorite Waste of Time” 
may be the most romantic song yet written. 
 
Ironically even, it wastes no time itself; 
three drum kicks, a breath — that’s all —  
a fourth, and the chorus leaps forth, 
like drawing open the oven of love 
to check if the chicken mozzarella, 
of love, is done yet; a radiowave of heat, 
of love, like a lover pulling back the curtain of 
a shower from which one is already towelling dry. 
 
The, how long? Hour and a half? 
It must have taken to record 
this ​home fucking demo​ (really!) 
could only have been better spent remaining 
in that resonant moment out of which  
inspiration must have set to work — I can see 
it now, a bench in the sun where even I 
have sat before, wishing I had harmonies like these 
to keep the feeling of you next to me for later.  
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]Specs 
 
on the window in 
the sun don’t 
make the glass 
look frosted —  
more like greasy —  
as when a cell 
phone held to 
a tender cheek 
is removed and 
stared at in disgust. 
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]I Saw Meno 
 
in the pained expression 
of the man on the bus 
with the prominent beer gut 
underneath his blue shirt. 
 
Considered: 
 
whether or not justice 
can be taught, even 
by the just among us. 
 
He contorted sleep from  
folds around his eyes. 
 
And this: 
 
from whom did Anna K 
inherit her transgression, 
but from Sappho’s making 
Helen’s chosen with intent? 
 
The man was shifting weight 
across the aisle to another seat.  
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]IO 
 
Heed system// 
Signal: 
 
perfect 
prospekt// 
imitant 
construct 
 
of another 
 
time —  
 
you// crypt 
of character// 
are syntax 
 
taxed and 
worse// dying. 
 
What  
else [unites us]? 
 
Birth : Attack :: 
Death : Decay. 
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]Colossal  
 
trees are like branches; 
their white parameters 
snap underfoot of some 
error — that’s you. 
 
so err, ant, 
and stumble. 
 
crash; look around,  
and claim the escalation. 
 
my errant, live up 
to your potential. 
this wood waits 
to waste you. 
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]Narcissistic Jesus Takes a Questionnaire to 
Save the Galaxy 
 
This never-havened laser savior gets it on alright —  
let’s not have that boredom rehashed here. It’s 
my ship and I’ll talk to who I want when I want, 
because what the hell else is anybody ever up to? 
Your mother, your mother, your mother, your  
mother. I get it. Tell me something I don’t know. 
Really! Tell me anything I don’t know. I’m dying 
over here, and I’m never gonna get much out of 
the furry one. Or is he not here on this run? No, 
this is just my first rodeo. And I keep telling folks, 
I don’t know what’s going on either. Only half a 
lie, that one. Oh, I’m aware I’m the important one. 
I wouldn’t be here otherwise to solve your dumb 
little problems. Or hell, your mortal ones. You’d 
think, somewhere along the line, one of y’all would 
speak up about something. I mean, I’m happy to  
do all the talking — I’m pretty damn eloquent I’ll 
admit, and I can come up with anywhere from four 
to seven different things to say in any given situation —  
but it’d be nice just to have someone to bounce an  
idea off of sometime. As it stands, I get, what? My own 
little universe, reflected? Listen closely. You’ll hear 
it, too. It’s all in my name. Even if no one ever says 
it out loud. So, sure. I forgive. Your manipulated head,  
in my arms, is weightless. 
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]Read 
 
the day i mark 
all as read 
lock me in my 
dull crypt and 
never hear from 
me again. 
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]Railroad Boy 
 
looks like he’s dying up there, 
but I don’t want to save him —  
 
no — I want to keep him there 
forever; that light, its motes —  
 
all three of them — wet and doubled 
by bright irises, make a mockery 
 
of everything I think I want. 
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]I Owe Superman  
 
I bet Superman could kill me 
and I’d say, ​Well, at least 
I never had a shot.​ In fact, 
I’ll go on record saying 
that’s the note I’d prefer to  
end things on. No one 
ever blames the overwhelmed. But  
I think about Ol’ Supes  
sometimes, without the death  
wish. See him fumble  
with his laces, two shoes — some  
brogues above his bright  
red boots; comb back that stubborn  
curl across the wrong side  
of his part; slice an apple for himself  
when he gets hungry at  
4:45pm; hang his suit up next to  
the suit he suits up in  
when duty calls, thinking, pulling  
off his tie, how his father  
never had to wear one of these  
damn things day in and day  
out, how his father’s fingers never  
threatened to demolish  
electronics on the absent-minded  
keystroke of an emphatic  
punctuation mark. Jor-El’s world  
was made for him, and Kal?  
Him for somewhere else. He drinks  
milk before bed every night  
because he likes the claim the  
advertisements make: it  
strengthens bones. If I ever need  
someone to kill, on the other  
hand? Same guy.   
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]Bus Poem #2 
 
I love this guy on the bus 
weird-looking guy always rides the bus 
always has a book with him 
but I always forget to see if it’s the same book 
see him in sweats on thursdays sometimes 
when I ride the bus back early 
I do love love that bus guy 
sometimes I think man this guy’s  
got a weird schedule but then 
I’ve got the same weird schedule 
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]Sequential Quotes from the 2017 National Dog 
Show 
 
foxy head docked 
 
tail canal-boat 
 
dog yes, beautiful 
 
dog take me 
 
for a walk 
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]Blue (Crazy Frog Remix) 
 
Some years later still what now 
will come back to me? Tonight 
 
in bed I hear the Tipton Hotel 
Commercial song. Like Larkin 
 
and his windows, somehow I  
guess I’m just stuck with it. 
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]Negative Space 
 
This is a memorial 
to the outline of the 
 
windowpane I traced 
along the month of  
 
September when day- 
light flattened it across 
 
my desk. You were 
there too, although you 
 
could not see that I  
was drawing it because 
 
I had you on my phone 
feed balanced in a picture 
 
frame that had a 
picture of you in it. 
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]Ninety-two lovers 
 
gathered on a glacial cliff, consider lemmings, before two, well read,                     
alert the crowd that the critters in question were, in point of fact,                         
thrown — ​for the sake of footage! ​By Walt Disney Studios! Nor did any                           
of them, in all likelihood, that is, really go in for that sort of                           
thing. The rest now ponder this, albeit, so loudly amongst themselves —                       
clapping in each other’s faces, stamping punctuatorily — that the ice                     
cracks before anyone can even hear it for the hollow sound their                       
fingers make inside their ears. 
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]well yeah 
 
he’s a little sock-heavy, 
and rabbit-eared right now —  
tuned all curvy into stranger, 
jackalope frequencies; 
and he’s still scraping all 
that burgeoning equipment 
on his head against each 
and every door frame 
now too low. i mean 
it really fucked him up. 
and now it’s weird that 
no one ever noticed how 
the ailing tenor smell 
of gasoline had slid around 
the house for months —  
till he got burned. 
‘cause yeah, since we all left 
i think he’s just been sitting 
there and glazing over 
basic-cabled light parades. 
like somewhere in the cracks 
between those two-ish-million 
pixels he’ll find whatever’s  
hiding. 
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]The Wire 
 
I said I had never seen ​The Wire​, 
so you offered, and we stumbled 
back to your place in the dark. 
 
I remember lines like wires in 
the street we crossed to get there. 
 
And the looming wires wall-to-wall 
around your bedroom (where we only 
ever thought the heat was working). 
 
A maze of wires — oh I couldn’t even 
count the wires never tripped — beneath 
the sheets, where our cold feet were 
warming from the glow the other wire 
made, atop the blankets on your laptop. 
 
That night, I didn’t wake up when you 
left the bed, but knew that you were 
gone because I felt my arms relax inside 
my jacket sleeves, my breath recover. 
 
That morning, when I left while you 
were sleeping, I watched my steps 
the whole way home and didn’t stop. 
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]QO 
 
Quaker Oats brand Quaker Oats Oatmeal isn’t just your dad’s Quaker Oats                       
brand oats these days but they just might be. Quaker Oats is oat now?                           
No. It was always Freshest Oat. SNAP into a big ol’ oat — sip it to be                                 
refreshed in Big Oat Cans too. It’s not Yesterday Anymore! Tomorrow is                       
too long! And not for long either! You are limited. So make get to sure                             
get get your oats before they’re gone gone if they’re gone! They’re                       
sometimes Gone! 
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]The Top Ten Dog Names 
 
10. Max 
9. Hank 
8. Bottomfeeder 
7. Barkley 
6. Man of Steel 
5. The Old Man and the Sea 
4. Ball Gag 
3. N/A 
2. RUBICON 
1. Spike (like from Rugrats) 
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]The Real Difference Between Me and the Beach 
Boys 
 
I am only one boy. 
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]Montage From ​Spider-Man 2​ ft. B.J. Thomas 
 
Peter Parker blocking out the sun and grinning like a dumbass. 
 
Peter Parker tripping on the sidewalk, slow-mo falling to the ground. 
 
Peter Parker realizing he needs his glasses again. 
 
(Why was he carrying them with him?) 
 
Peter Parker swinging his arms while flanked by two reflections. 
 
Peter Parker spinning a bicycle tire out his window onto a New Yorker. 
 
Peter Parker saying sorry. 
 
Peter Parker saying thanks to the SABRETT vendor, taking a bite out of  
the hotdog as police cars pass in hot pursuit. 
 
Peter Parker studying physics in the daytime. 
 
Peter Parker correctly determining the Eigenvalue when the borderline  
is T=0 as 0.23 electron-volts. 
 
Peter Parker keeping up the excellent work today, Parker. 
 
Peter Parker blurring a frozen frame on ​worrying​, and moving right  
along on ​me. 
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]Aftermath 
 
Do you ever think you’re bad at reading  
poetry? I do. I don’t think I’m good at 
it. I’m not sure I’ve ever been good at  
it, nor am I certain I’m about to start 
today. I read a poem today, and I read 
it through, and it hurt me. But despite 
how it hurt me, somewhere toward the 
middle I asked — to you I guess — ​Has  
it got itself going yet? ​And somewhere  
toward the start I asked — to myself,  
more likely — ​How long is it?​ How long  
is it? How long? I couldn’t imagine  
another question more indicative — no,  
more symptomatic of being so shamefully 
bad at reading poetry. Which should 
be easy. Good god, it should be easy. 
The lines don’t even take up the whole 
page. And what leaps are made, second 
by second even, not even page by page, 
but line by line! Look for one on the 
longer side and it’s even numbered that 
way — sure to make it easier to get your 
bearings, or to reference later, but tell 
me that it doesn’t feel good to swim by 
fives and tens, up through the hundreds 
over a coffee break and I’ll show you  
someone I don’t agree with. So maybe 
that’s it. I like progress more than  
process. It’s why I felt the need to 
dash this off, at least. Which I hope 
makes its way to you somehow. Which  
I’m always sort of scared it won’t. 
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]“Africa” 
 
Every single time “Africa” by Toto 
surprises me by being my default 
iPhone alarm, I only feel a little 
guilty over how much you hate it. 
 
I want the sun to rise up like that 
leopress, Kilimanjaro, over the 
Serengeti of my bedroom every 
morning — especially on those days 
 
the sunlight warms that furrow of 
annoyance on your tired, beautiful face. 
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]log 
 
1987 ​the password to the computer I’m typing this on 
a lie—the password to the computer I started typing this on 
the year the first ​Legend of Zelda​ came out on the NES 
the year I used to say that I was born in when I had to give a year to 
view a webpage 
sometimes that was just to look at videogames 
other times 
I used it for other things sometimes 
used it as my birthday for other stuff too 
Skype I think — and my forum accounts 
 
Knight_of_Malta​ a name I came up with for the Nintendo Nsider Forums 
(RIP 2003-2007) 
I was ​NS_Night ​on the Playstation Network and 
NS_Knight ​on Xbox Live I think too 
again ​NS_Knight​ on the DS online whateveritwas  
when I played ​Metroid: Whatever  
my dad suggested it because nothing else worked 
and because he said we “had some relatives” in there 
sometime way back when 
 
login name was ​heroofthewinds42 
which was another ​Zelda​ reference ofc 
fun fact: it was the first string of characters I could type  
from memory 
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second string was that faithful password 
gameboy43 
precursed by ​gameboy42 
to match ​heroofthewinds42 
and because 42 was the meaning of life if  
big if 
you were a smug middle schooler  
who hadn’t yet figured out to be smug about 
checking out the only Ayn Rand book  
in the Chaloner Middle School library 
and never finishing it but liking it  
because “yes the Parthenon godammit!” 
and ​Bioshock ​taught you it was cool to deny Gods ‘n Kings 
and you didn’t really “get” ​Bioshock 
 
where was I? 
glancing up 
 
gameboy43 ​logged me into ​World of Warcraft 
haunts my fingers still  
is the throwaway password to end all others 
pairs well with My First Email Address ​packspider@yahoo.com  
for that reason 
(lol @ that hyperlink) 
population 24,000 unread and counting 
I was playing ​Ultimate Spider-Man ​on the Xbox when my dad set it up 
 
not a whole lot of personal emails there, but some 
my favorite being Garrett’s spartan 
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“f you”  
that was the subject and the body, let it be known 
 
me, once: 
“hey mom i got an email 
address!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!” 
a paraphrase only because I didn’t want to go back  
and count the exclamation points 
 
people coming down the stairs in front of me remind me 
of my own descents 
into Azeroth 
and the haunting chorus that sent me there 
almost every day  
when I came home from school and ate Jelly Toast 
my mom made great jelly toast 
oh, and I would listen to​ Octale and Hordak vs. the World  
on ​WCradio.com 
later ​WoWradio.com​ or maybe I have that backwards 
 
what’s next? 
 
Mr. Mutton Chops 
shorter, as required by some sites, than ​General Mutton Chops 
a reference to Burnside 
I liked mutton chops because a friend told me one time 
“that’s you” when Mr. Gibbs was onscreen in ​PotC 
I wanted to show up to high school  
“like a boss” with mutton chops 
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and that could be my thing 
that could 
be my thing 
 
I later made a friend with mutton chops 
and decided I didn’t want mutton chops 
 
Mr. Mutton Chops​, yes, on the old SA forums 
which scared me, I’ll admit 
not for the reason they should have 
because of all the closeted racists and homophobes 
but because I didn’t get their jokes 
and I wanted to get there jokes 
kicked out let in 
got better got worse 
 
Mr. Mutton Chops ​on Skype too 
back in middle school  
when we all got home afterwards 
and threw shit at each other to pass the time 
 
“i am the penis god of blood and dicks” 
shuddering when I think of that godawful place and of the people there 
who were sometimes even me 
 
my buddy’s mom found our group convo one time 
and he got a stern talking to about it and me? 
I had a less stern talking to  
because my parents didn’t know how to log onto Skype 
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now comes the realization that 
for some people  
that kind of thing didn’t end in middle school 
in some long-erased skype call  
(“long-erased” but I still saved a copy) 
and I don’t feel good about it but horrified because 
I guess I get it 
being part of the problem 
 
let me speed this up here 
 
Urban Spaceman ​for a long-ass time 
— Bonzo Dog Doo-Dah Band (1968) 
Paul McCartney produced that one pseudonymously  
 
Sanitary Zo​o by high school 
try-hard tumblr name 
wanted to impress girls 
palindrome of “Oozy Rat in a Sanitary Zoo” 
from “Bob”​ ​the Weird Al song 
Oozy Rat ​a few times too 
 
and we all got obsessed with rats around then 
the boys in ​Varmint Gang 
Space Rat ​putting one and two together 
Ratrick ​was clever  
I Love Rat Prick ​was an anagram somewhere along the line 
and most recently ​Rat Richard 
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in a game I bought the other week  
because that buddy of mine  
same one actually  
already bought it 
and everything else was taken 
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]Then 
 
From what then, precisely, 
do I so often feel that you 
cure me? And to what degree 
am I unjust in saying so? 
My old ravaged fingers 
fumbling with a bike lock 
that October afternoon had 
no idea what they were in for, 
did they? 
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]late february, 5:59pm 
 
grey like the color of the fading 
of the dyes in a light blue tshirt, 
slept in, and bleached in spots 
by acne medication, the sky is 
 
invaded — spikes into its flatness —  
by darker grey tree branches split 
like diagrams into thin conclusions. 
on brown grass below the greys, 
 
two admirers knot their limbs 
atop a checkered picnic blanket: 
he has his fingers in her hair, as 
if the spring has come already. 
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]At a Nice Restaurant 
 
Looking at the menu thinking, 
can I even recall the taste 
of fatty tuna right now?  
Or even harder, something 
 
not on offer here: bison 
versus beef, or different 
kinds of lettuce. No easier 
than I could conjure up 
 
the face of almost anyone. 
I have on file enough  
to get by. On a good day. 
On a bad day, I can’t 
 
even recognize a friend 
of mine across the room. 
Or a person I might know 
just ahead of me in a line. 
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]Distance 
 
often makes the first responder. 
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]Ode to Oh 
 
Breathless breath: 
revelation, torture 
of truth intaken 
suddenly and  
apocalyptically 
expelled. Blindsided. 
On the broadside  
of hindsight. There, 
where oaths are 
sworn the same as 
curses, in that bright 
side, wait for me. 
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]Antithesis 
 
The fear that the poetry I write is, in many respects, 
precisely indicative of what I don’t believe to be true. 
 
That it exists only to cope with a reality of feeling 
so totally offensive to all I imagine I would allow 
 
myself to conjure on my own accord, I must 
repudiate it on the spot. And loud, and publically.  
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]Spur 
 
I mark myself as the leash of the world, 
The least, and lowest slouching when I sit; 
The cunning shift of a last-minute plan 
Changed for the sore sake of almost no one. 
So born to it? With my father’s back bad 
as his thick neck, which I inherited. 
The cold amalgautomaton of self 
Is never seldom halfway there, I guess. 
But if I’m ever unaccounted for,  
Then leave me where I’m unaccountable. 
I can count on inflamed fingers just to 
Make up for the rest of me not being 
There. And as for keeping up with others? 
Make no mistaken light of my mistakes. 
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]Playground in Late Spring 
 
Those woodblock walls collapse 
before his brother can even kick 
 
them over. But he’s still mad. 
Takes a block himself into his 
 
hands and readies it for chucking. 
Wait. They’ve found a truck now, 
 
and they’re drowning it together 
in a mud puddle, fort forgotten. 
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]bus poem 3 
 
certainly more shoulds  
could have happened, than 
coulds should have right? 
or am i just feeling guilty 
on this silver morning? 
 
i can hear the bus pulling 
up around the corner now, 
louder than most days; maybe 
since the rain is hitting it. 
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]Hometown 
 
overheard him saying 
 
salt washed over 
 
the rockfish capital 
 
late last night 
 
and smokestacks guttered 
 
in the red 
 
dark over there 
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]Nautical 
 
Lying on my back I liken 
myself to the broadside 
 
of a capsized ship. My 
bulkhead buoyed, keeling 
 
back and forth to the lap 
of waves against my rough 
 
grain. I grovel in the surf, and  
hope to sink before daybreak. 
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]Fragment 
 
and I grew altogether terrified 
when I noticed noses stuck on faces 
warped bent wrapped skin tight 
protrusive obtrusive knocked 
askew humped and lumpy ridged and rigid 
gothic even scaffolding scolded butchered 
bullied blown and utterly inescapable 
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]Sitting Alone in This House 
 
I have the time to wonder what  
makes a house so terrible to be  
alone in. I don’t think the high  
ceilings help. And this floorplan  
is open to a fault. Nothing like  
the deadened creak of a cozy little  
casket of a room. The walls here 
are so thinly plastered, I swear  
I can note the pilgrimage of each 
and every volt between the outlet 
and my reading lamp. 
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]West Left of Anxt 
 
unspoken but guttural — we’ve 
generally tried to shut up 
about it. I keep telling myself: here 
they don’t make 
drinks bitter enough. 
 
When you pull my hair it’s like a brave 
undertaking through my scalp. A good 
burn — a great burn goddammit. These 
folks with their complete editions make 
me feel deterministic. Like a pterodactyl. 
 
Few things are quite exciting 
as all that but that 
doesn’t mean I don’t want anyone 
to cannot, like, be somehow. 
I feel like I haven’t spread a human 
 
over myself in days. 
Sell, dumb solace. 
The aches of arch, my highness 
hurts, and I’m imagining the worst 
like this. 
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]Romantic 
 
poeticize poetic 
 
thighs bells 
 
ring when  
 
poets cry 
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]set 
 
— i'm embarrassed when i have to mail things because i've mailed maybe                         
three things and two of those things only if you count asking my                         
parents to please mail this when they have the chance — it is the                           
reason i don't return poor choices purchased online — the other reason                       
i do not do that is because i like to pay for my sins with the money                                 
that was exchanged for their purchasing — one time i had absolutely to                         
return something and boy was it a trip — i went up i said how do i mail                                   
this and the guy gave me a bag so i put it in the bag and i said i have                                       
this label??? he said put it on the bag so i went over to the tape                               
station and i put tape down on two corners of the label in case he had                               
to scan it and maybe the tape would be too reflective so i went rip rip                               
done back up to the gentleman who said you may wanna tape that down a                             
bit more so back to the tape table i go — sadly — now this tape table                                 
was directly across from the gentleman who was helping another customer                     
post officially but was certainly judging me and here i was going rip                         
rip two more times like a jackass — anyways i go up to him and i                               
wordlessly present my project and he judges me like an antelope would                       
judge for instance some less graceful creature of the earth — luckily                       
the computer system was slow so i got to sink into the experience as he                             
weighed my bag and scanned my bag and put my bag into a box and i got                                 
to sign a card and feel good and bad about myself and my choices but                             
anyways that’s what i did a few months ago once —  
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]Big Window Poem 
 
the broadside of a blue sky 
looks less flat the more you 
 
mark its gradient — basketball 
to baby blue — to ​it’s a boy! ​—  
even further upwards, darker —  
 
if one could just peer back 
far enough there’d be stars. 
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]My Happy Sappy Autumn Poem 
 
Curly-headed, top-of-a-tree, 
 
Who do you make me see? 
 
This is the rhyme I’ll softly pine: 
 
Let down a leaf for me. 
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]Another Damn Poem About a Window 
 
little bush of a branch 
tucked in the corner 
of a windowpane’s 
reflection on the shiny 
table; upside down. 
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]mid-afternoon, mid-january 
 
Out front of the Methodist church —  
of all places — girl and boy string post- 
Christmas winter garland through 
 
the iron railing by the steps. Their 
frozen wisps of dark brown hair —  
blonded in the summer I’d bet  
 
both — are the only things that stop 
their eyes from meeting. I slow my 
walk a little just to watch a moment, 
 
see them dance numbed fingers out 
to make the same maneuver awkwardly, 
and weave apart to sneak a graze. 
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]I woke up just to fall asleep again 
 
and wake up kissing you, 
to wake up by myself again. 
When I mentioned it you didn’t 
think, ​how gauche​, even when 
I said how the podcast we listen to 
discussed the etiquette just yesterday 
for telling someone else you dreamt 
of them. Instead, you reassured me 
it was good. And my own heart 
is tossed around to think of kissing 
your pacific fingers one by one 
awake on some bright morning 
later on, for real this time, 
and in our bedroom, maybe. 
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]In the Dark with You 
 
sing me a song, cygnet —  
or just honk a few times 
to let me know 
you’re with me. 
 
i’ll be your privy councillor. 
or your collegiate assessor, 
even; if that’s 
what you’re into. 
 
all i need to sleep 
is here: my fan, a glass 
of water, a set alarm, 
your arm atop my chest. 
 
tomorrow you’ll recount 
a winter’s second snowfall, 
as you take your 
coffee on the sofa. 
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]Schedule 
 
Missing our coffee this morning was 
a perfect way to remind myself how 
 
much I need a stimulant to pull 
myself away from your warm skin. 
 
I would’ve been content to bury 
myself in your arms till noon. 
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]Poem for the Corner of a Room 
 
Washing your 
dishes is like 
washing my  
dishes only 
better since I 
know I hardly 
owe it to myself. 
 
I’ll admit I’m 
known well to 
overstep my 
courtesy, but 
please try not to 
dwell. I’d enjoy 
believing in 
ghosts with you. 
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]The Poem I Said I’d Forgotten in the Shower 
after CJ Shocket 
 
I sit in the shower for a long time sometimes —  
today for instance — just until I have a thought 
to wrest me into action. Anyways, today, that 
thought was your thought: one you wrote down 
into a poem. Which I thought was just beautiful, 
and among the prettiest thoughts I’d ever read, 
and it made me glad enough — to think that it was 
yours and you were mine, as I am yours, of course —  
I stood right up and had the nerve to soap myself. 
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]notes 
 
Contra ​(videogame 1987) 
Vampire Weekend, ​CONTRA ​(album 2010) 
Vladimir Nabokov, ​Pale Fire ​(novel 1962) 
R. A. Montgomery, ​Return to Atlantis ​(Choose Your Own Adventure 1988) 
SpongeBob Squarepants​, "Club SpongeBob" (TV 2012) 
Bob Dylan, "Desolation Row" (song 1965) 
The Doors, "The End" (song 1967) 
Meat Loaf, "I'd Do Anything for Love (But I Won't Do That)" (song 1993) 
Rocky I-V​, ​Rocky Balboa​, ​Creed ​(film 1976-2015) 
Animal Crossing​ (videogame 2002) 
Albert Camus, ​The Stranger ​(novel 1942) 
Marshall Crenshaw, "You're My Favorite Waste of Time" (song 1979) 
Plato, ​Meno ​(Socratic dialogue c.400 BCE) 
Leo Tolstoy, ​Anna Karenina​ (novel 1878) 
Sappho, "Fragment 16" (poem fragment c.600 BCE) 
Shadow of the Colossus​ (videogame 2005) 
Star Wars Knights of the Old Republic II: The Sith Lords​ (videogame  
2004) 
Sufjan Stevens, "For the Widows in Paradise, for the Fatherless in  
Ypsilanti" (song 2003) 
Superman, various (comic book character 1933-present) 
2017 National Dog Show (TV 2017) 
Eiffel 65, "Blue (Da Ba Dee)" (song 1998) 
Crazy Frog, ​Crazy Frog Presents More Crazy Hits​ (album 2006) 
The Suite Life of Zack and Cody​, “Commercial Breaks” (TV 2006) 
Walt Disney's White Wilderness​ (film 1958) 
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The Wire​ (TV 2002-2008) 
False Profits Sells Out​ (comedy variety show 2017) 
Quaker Oats (oatmeal 1877-present) 
Disciples “Just 4 Teens” Comedy Show ​(comedy variety show 2016) 
Ernest Hemingway, ​The Old Man and the Sea​ (novel 1952) 
The Twelve Caesars​, Suetonius (Roman history 121 CE) 
Rugrats ​(TV 1991-2004) 
The Beach Boys (band 1961-present) 
Spider-Man 2​ (film 2004) 
Hal David and Burt Bacharach, "Raindrops Keep Fallin' on My Head" (song  
1969) 
Timothy Donnelly, "Hymn to Life" (poem 2014) 
Toto, "Africa" (song 1982) 
The Legend of Zelda ​(videogame 1987) 
Metroid Prime Hunters​ (videogame 2006) 
The Legend of Zelda: The Wind Waker​ (videogame 2002) 
Ayn Rand, ​The Fountainhead ​(novel 1943) 
BioShock ​(videogame 2007) 
World of Warcraft ​(videogame 2004) 
Ultimate Spider-Man ​(videogame 2005) 
Octale and Hordak Versus the World ​(podcast 2006-2011) 
Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl​ (film 2003) 
forums.somethingawful.com (internet forum 1999-present) 
Bonzo Dog Doo-Dah Band, "I'm the Urban Spaceman" (song 1968) 
"Weird Al" Yankovic, "Bob" (song 2003) 
PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds​ (videogame 2017) 
My Brother, My Brother and Me​ (podcast 2010-present) 
CJ Shocket, “It’s About Waiting” (poem 2017) 
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